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on Linux I need to develop some android applications in QT for Windows. But I also need this application to be cross-platform, and I have a smart
phone with a linux OS, which I'd like to develop an app for. How do I set up my Qt project so I can test this on the linux side? I'd like to be able to
run it on android with the emulator on windows, but since this is a binary dll it's quite large and I'd rather not have to reinstall everything over and
over in order to test new features. What is the best way to do this in terms of handling dependencies and cross-platform configuration? A: There is

no native Qt cross-platform tool. In your case, you have several options: Write the two applications: the native Qt application and the Android
application. Write a compiler (myself would recommend a compiler specialized for Android, as it will be easier to write, and thus reduce errors).

This means writing all the platform specific stuff for Android, and no more than a compiler for Windows or Mac. Use one of the existing Qt
libraries which provide the Android functionality. The last option is the most complex, requires the hardest development, and is not easy to

maintain. It's suitable for long projects. The first option is simple, can be done in a few days. If you are just a beginner, I'd recommend the last
option. Q: how to refresh access_token of a few mongoDb tables I have a web app that uses spring MVC, Asp.net and MongoDb. In my app, I

need to load a cache file that contains the user id and password of some external systems we connect. I don't need to keep a running connection to
those systems. I just need to lookup the credentials in that file. I am using spring-data for mongodb and I have a repository class for retrieving my

entities. My question is, how
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